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Large Hadron Collider
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Relativistic nuclear collision

3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHT9RTlCqjQ



Geometrical picture of the collision
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In high-energy physics one deals  
with relativistically moving particles 

along the beam  
 
 
 

beam direction is special 
(determines  axis)z

impact vector  - vector transverse to  axis  
which connects centres of the colliding nuclei  

(determines  axis)

b z

x

reaction plane - plane spawned by  and  axesx z

Standard coordinate system

it is convenient to decompose three-vectors w.r.t. the beam: 
A = A⊥ (T) + A∥ (L)
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wounded nucleons      
 
 
     

 participants
≈

spectators

(suffered  1 inelastic collision)≥

Lorentz-contracted nuclei

nucleon mass  1 GeV≈

binding energy per nucleon  0.01 GeV≈

kinetic energy per nucleon  100 GeV≈

only nucleon positions and inelastic X-sections matter

Participants and spectators

new “stuff”



Natural units
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Transverse and longitudinal momentum
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It is convenient to express the four-momentum of a relativistic particle as

on-shell energy
transverse momentum

longitudinal momentum

azimuthal angle

In general, any set of four variables is good

or or    …



Transverse mass and longitudinal rapidity
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Transverse mass and longitudinal rapidity
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Transverse mass and longitudinal rapidity
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Phase-space measure
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Phase-space measure
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Incorporation of boost invariance
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Laboratory vs center-of-mass frame
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Laboratory vs center-of-mass frame
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Pseudorapidity
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Rapidity vs pseudorapidity
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defining the transverse velocity  
of the particle



Mid-pseudorapidity depletion
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Curvature at mid-pseudorapidity - possible minimum
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Schematic model of depletion
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Schematic model of depletion
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Transverse momentum distribution
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Lorentz invariant differential cross-section is the invariant yield



Transverse momentum distribution
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Experimental rapidity and transverse mass distributions
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obtaining rapidity distribution requires  
integration of transverse mass spectra  

for each rapidity

obtaining mean multiplicity also 
integration in rapidity

transverse mass spectra are 
exponential



Average transverse momentum
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Longitudinal space-time rapidity and proper time
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Sometimes one can also use



Longitudinal space-time rapidity and proper time
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All kinds of feedback regarding this course is welcome: radoslaw.ryblewski@ifj.edu.pl

Thank you!

mailto:radoslaw.Ryblewski@ifj.edu.pl
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Self-study for this lecture:
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